
Parashat Vaykra

Teaching ourselves to give (5782-2022)

With this Torah portion we begin the third book of the Torah, the book of Leviticus. The
first part of this book will be devoted almost entirely to all the regulations regarding ritual sacrifices
in the Temple and various laws of ritual purity and impurity. Our Parashah, in particular, deals with
the various possible types of sacrifices that could be given and each of the animals that had to be
offered in each case. The question is whether these sacrifices were to be given by obligation or by
will?

The Torah in its literal sense apparently tells us that these Korbanot (sacrifices) are a ritual
obligation and were to be given periodically regardless of the will of the offererent. However, the
Midrash (Sifra, Vayikra Dibbura d'Nedavah, 3.15), says that the sacrifice is invalid unless the person
does it by choice and not compulsively. So when we give, and we are not only talking about the
sacrifices of the Temple but about everyday examples of our days, we must do it by obligation or by
will?

According to Jewish tradition, there is a sort of middle ground... or rather a path to follow.
The obligation over time must generate the feeling of giving willingly. For Judaism, they are daily,
repetitive and constant customs, which over time shape our own desires and wills. We don't normally
start by saying “I want to do this or that thing”, but instead we do it out of obligation, day after day,
until we understand its value and at a certain moment we do it willingly. For this reason, the Torah,
in order to generate the quality of giving and generosity (Nedivut in Hebrew), forced the ancient
Israelites to constantly give some of their wealth, to mold this beautiful quality in them. And at one
moment, sooner or later, as it often happens to us with the habits that at one moment we make
them by imposition, they end up becoming our second nature and we begin to do it by will and with
conviction.

To conclude the Rambam (to Pirkei Avot 3.15) taught us 800 years ago that it is always better
to donate one dollar a thousand times, day after day, than to donate 1,000 dollars all at once...
perhaps for those who receive it, it would be better to receive everything at once but for the one
who give, that repetitive task of giving every day, would mold in him to become a generous being.
Doing small acts of good many times is much more meaningful than a great act of kindness only
one time.

Shabbat Shalom,
Rabbi Uri




